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1.

I have a lower score in one of the requirements. Can I apply?

It would be a waste of application fee. Applications are screened by the graduate school
before we get to see them. We won’t see your application.
2.

One of my documents is missing. Can I apply?

No. If it is the proof of degree (BS, BA, MS, MA, etc.) which is missing, and if you are
expected to graduate before the upcoming registration of accepted students, your institution
can give you a letter of expected graduation, or temporary diploma if you have already
graduated but not yet received your diploma.
3.

I don’t know what to write in the letter of intent. Can I apply with a generic one?

We don’t recommend it. We read LOI very carefully. We suggest you answer the
questions we asked in the department’s pages for LOI. Please keep it short, say a page or two.
4.
I want to prepare for application to your department. Can I take your courses as a
special student?
Sorry; No. We don’t accept students on the basis of their knowledge of cogsci. Our
required courses are meant to prepare accepted students for research; not to prepare
prospective students for application. We just don’t have the resources to address both kinds of
students. Other courses require basic cogsci knowledge, so you would not qualify for them.
Special students are expected to be students who study at another institution where they
don’t have the course which they require for their research in that institution.
5.

Can I do the interview online if there is an interview?

If you are outside Ankara for an official or health reason or your residence is outside
Turkey, which you must somehow document/prove, you can. This is always considered an
extremely exceptional case by us for Turkish residents. It is not exceptional for non-residents of
course.
6.

Is there going to be an interview of the applicants?

For programs with thesis, there is an interview. For programs without thesis, there is no
interview.

7.
I don’t see applications opened for MSc with thesis. Does that mean there is no way to
do MSc with thesis?
Surely not. Since there is no undergraduate cognitive science degree in Turkey yet, we
accept all our MS students to without thesis option first; then, move them to program with thesis
depending on their progress and desire. The decision is based on performance. Our thesis
programs strongly support our research.
If you happen to have an undergraduate degree in cognitive science, and desire to move
to thesis option, it won’t take very long to do so if you qualify.
With this process we are also trying to protect our applicants from paying too much
application fee by not knowing which program to apply and ending up applying to both programs
instead to be safe.
8.
If I apply to a program with thesis and don’t get accepted, can I be accepted to a
non-thesis program?
No. Turkish rules do not allow us to accept you to a program you did not apply. If both
thesis and non-thesis options are advertised by us, and you wanted to know which one to apply,
first see FAQ7. Second, you will be screened off without interview from application to MS with
thesis if you don’t already have a degree in cognitive science. We don’t want people to waste
their money on application fees.
9.

Do I need a degree in cognitive science to apply for PhD?
No. Prepare to be accepted with preparatory period (hazirlik) if we think you need it.

